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Abstract

Fresh-cut apples, in slices or in cubes, are minimally processed products, which are currently collecting a great
interest by fruit marketers for their promising diffusion. Their shelf life, from a microbiological point of view, has been
fixed about 2 or 3 weeks under refrigeration. However in a few days they undergo biochemical degradations with
production of off-flavors and texture breakdown. In this work, the change of aromatic fingerprint of apple slices
packaged in air and in a modified atmosphere (with 100% N2) and stored at 4°C was measured, by using a
commercial electronic nose. The obtained data were also compared with sensory evaluation of judge’s panel.
Moreover, quality parameters such as total acidity, total soluble solids and firmness were determined at different
storage times (0, 4, 8 and 12 days).

The data show that the electronic nose is able to discriminate between the two different storage conditions
applied: the multivariate analysis, Principal Component Analysis, presents clearly differences among the four
sampling times when the apple slices are stored in air and in N2.

Our results indicate that the electronic nose can be considered a valid supplementary tool to human sensory
panel assessment especially in food quality safety and control and it can be a simple, objective and rapid method to
control the food quality during the storage.

Keywords: Fresh-cut apples; Shelf-life; Electronic nose; Sensory
analysis; Food storage; Minimally processed fruit

Introduction
Recently the demand for minimally processed fruits and vegetables

is increasing. The ready-to-eat fresh-cut products are one of the major
growing segments in food markets. The rapid growth is due to the new
lifestyles and to the health-consciousness of the consumers [1]. In fact,
they request fresh-like processed products with high quality attributes
(such as appearance, texture, and flavor) similar to those of the raw
products [2] to satisfy the daily needs of antioxidants, minerals and
dietary fibers. The ready-to-eat fresh-cut products are slightly
processed products, retaining intact the positive characteristics of the
fresh fruits and vegetables. Minimal processing has been defined as a
combination of procedures, such as washing, peeling, slicing or
chopping, not affecting the fresh-like quality and flavor of the food [3].
However, fresh-cut fruits are more challenging to obtain than other
processed products for the difficulties in preserving their fresh-like
properties during prolonged periods. The tissue integrity of fruits, in
fact, can be easily altered during the shelf-life time [4-6].

Fresh-cut apples, in slices or in cubes, are lightly processed products
and the fruit marketers have shown a great interest in their
development. Although from a microbiological point of view, their
shelf-life, in refrigerated conditions, has been fixed to 2 or 3 weeks [7],
biochemical degradations, such as enzymatic browning, off-flavors

release and texture breakdown, occur in a few days [8]. The addition of
chemical additives (preservatives, antioxidants, edible coating,
colorants, etc.), although used to prolong the shelf-life [9-11] can be
associated with health problems such as allergies and more [12]. On
this basis, new techniques to maintain the natural qualities of ready-
to-eat fruits without using chemical preservatives were developed. The
Nicoli’s group first proposed the use of a modified atmosphere
composed by 80% N2 and 20% CO2 to better preserve the apple slice
quality [13]. Ever since, many attemps have been done to identify the
better atmosphere composition to preserve the fresh fruit quality
[14,15].

The fruit quality is not a single and well-defined attribute but
comprises many properties or characteristics. In many cases,
indicators of fruit maturity, such as color, total soluble solids and
titratable acids, may not be sufficient to determine optimal sensory
quality [16].

Aroma is one of the most important quality parameter perceived by
consumers. Gas chromatography technique is usually employed to
identify the fruit aroma, while sensory analysis is used to assess the
intensity of the aroma descriptors [17]. Whether the chromatographic
techniques require special equipment and dedicated staff, the sensory
analysis also presents some drawbacks, such as the duration of the
panel training and, sometimes, the dubious objectivity of the results.
New technologies have been tested on fruits, aiming for fast and, in
some cases, non-destructive volatile detection [18,19]. The electronic
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olfactory systems or electronic noses are the new technologies that can
be used to predict fruit quality [20-23].

In this work we studied the changes of aromatic fingerprint of apple
slices, packaged in atmospheric air and in a modified atmosphere
(100% N2), stored at 4°C, for 0, 4, 8 and 12 days by an electronic nose.
A commercial type of electronic nose, EOS835, based on metal oxide
semiconductor sensors (MOS), to detect changes in volatile profiles
due to storage conditions and during shelf life was used. Moreover,
classical quality parameters, such as total acidity, total soluble solids,
firmness and sensory profile by trained judges, were also determined.

Materials and Methods

Apples and fruit processing
‘Fuji’ apples were harvested on September 2009 in Caltavuturo

(Palermo, Italy) in an organic farm. Thirty fruits were selected for
regular shape, uniform size and same ripeness stage. The fruits were
cleaned with distilled water, dried and cut into slices of 1 cm thickness.
The slices were individually put in the plastic bags (10×10 cm) and no
pre-processing coating was applied. The bags were heat-sealed in
atmospheric air (Air) and in nitrogen saturated (N2) atmosphere. The
plastic bags, purchased from Reber (Italy), presented a permeability to
O2 of 70.5 cm3/(m2 24h atm) at the temperature of 23°C and 0%
relative humidity and to N2 of 10.5 cm3/(m2 24h atm) at the same
temperature and relative humidity. All the sealed bags were stored in
refrigerator at 4 ± 1°C in darkness. The samples were analyzed just
before packaging (0 day) and after 4, 8 and 12 storage days. At each
chosen time, 10 packages for trial (Air and N2) were randomly taken
to perform the analysis.

Physical and chemical analyses
The juice soluble solid content (SSC) was determined by an optical

refractometer (Atago Co., Ltd., Japan); results are expressed as °Brix.

Total acidity (TA) was measured by titration with 0.1 N NaOH.
Three replicates were performed and the results expressed as g/L of
citric acid.

Firmness measurements were performed by EFFEGI Texture
Analyzer by determining the maximum force during the penetration
of a 8 mm diameter stainless steel cylinder into the apple slice tissue.
Results were expressed as kgf.

Statistical analysis was carried out using the STATSOFT 6.0
program (Vigonza, Padova, Italy). The statistical differences among
different storage times were evaluated by variance analysis (ANOVA),
and mean separation was performed by using the Tukey’s test.

Sensory evaluation
A judge’s panel was engaged in the sensory analysis. The judges (10

persons) were trained in some preliminary sessions by using different
apple samples, in order to develop a common vocabulary for the
description of the sensorial attributes. Eight descriptors were chosen to
describe the quality of apple’s slices: appearance, browning, flavor,
consistency, juiciness, sweetness, acidity, and pleasantness. Samples
were evaluated by assigning a score between 1 (absence of the
sensation) and 5 (extremely intense), except for the descriptor
‘browning’ where a reverse evaluation (1=maximum; 5=minimum)

was adopted. Water at room temperature was used to rinse the sample
before tasting. No statistical analysis of the data was carried out.

Electronic Nose measurements
An EOS835 (Sacmi, Italy) was used to detect the aromatic

fingerprint at different storage times. The EOS835 instrument,
belonging to the so-called “electronic noses”, consists of an array of
metallic oxide semiconductor (MOS) resistances installed inside a
patented measuring cell, the “sensors chamber”. The interaction with
odor molecules causes variation of the electrical conductivity. The
MOS sensors are doped with different metallic oxides (Table 1) that
react differently to the same odorous molecules, thus generating a set
of signals (olfactory imprint or aromatic fingerprint) characteristic of
each analyzed sample. All measurements were done in triplicate,
cutting 3g of slices and placing them into 20 ml vials. Each vial was
sealed and conditioned at 40°C for 10 minutes before analysis to
ensure that the aroma reached the vial headspace. After equilibration,
4 ml of headspace was drawn in. The interaction between flavors and
sensor layers causes a modification of the sensor resistance. A typical
measurement profile is given in Figure 1. After each measurement the
sensors are constantly purged with GC-grade air. The difference
between the resistance value at rest, R0, and that one induced by
sample volatile compounds, R, is considered as the sensor response.
After each measurement, the electronic nose chamber is flushed again
with pure grade air. The measurement duration was 16 minutes (1 min
of cleaning before, 2 min of measurement, 13 min of clearing after).
Six values, {RS1, …, RS6}, corresponding to the six different sensors,
were obtained for each measurement and data pre-processing was
carried out. The feature Delta was obtained from the sensor response
curve (Figure 1). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used as
unsupervised statistic method to reduce the dimensional space and
plot the data, by a correlation matrix. PCA transforms the original
variables into new uncorrelated ones called “principal components”.
The first component (PC1) describes the larger amount of the data.
The second principal component (PC2) is orthogonal to the first one
and covers almost the whole remaining variation and so on (PC3…
PC6).

Sensor No. Sensor Code Sensitive Layer Temperature

1 CJ1316 SnO2 cat SiO2 450°C

2 SB0225 SnO2 cat Ag 400°C

3 SD0515 SnO2 cat Mo 400°C

4 SH0612 WO3 375°C

5 SJ0717 SnO2 450°C

6 WHT19 WO3 400°C

Table I: MOS sensor array configuration of the EOS835.

Results and Discussion

Physical and chemical parameters
The physical and chemical characteristics of apples processed in Air

and in N2 and stored for 0, 4, 8 and 12 days are reported in Table 2.
The SSC and TA values do not show noteworthy changes as function
of the storage time both in Air and in N2.
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Penetration measurements performed in both experimental
condition (air and N2) showed significant differences in the apple
texture, especially in the sample packaged in Air (p ≤ 0.001). In the
case of apple slices packaged in N2 the p value calculated for firmness
modifications was p ≤ 0.05. After 12 days the texture of slices stored in
Air was softer than that one of samples stored in N2, thus indicating
that a modified atmosphere was more able to save the sample hardness
[24,25]. The maintenance of the texture is considered a positive
attribute in processed apples.

Sensory evaluation
Results concerning sensory analysis are shown in the radar plot for

the 8 chosen descriptors (Figures 2a and b). ‘Sweetness’, ‘acidity’ and
‘consistency’ are in agreement with analytical data results. Figure 2a
illustrates that the scores of global ‘appearance’ for apple slices stored
in Air after 8 and 12 days were the same, probably due to the presence
of brown and soft parts that influenced the acceptance of the judges.
Samples stored in N2 (Figure 2b) showed the lowest ‘appearance’ score
after 12-day packing time. The ‘flavor’ descriptor behavior is different
for apple slices stored in Air and in N2: the same value was attributed
to samples packaged in Air for 0 - 4 days and smaller value was
assigned to samples examined after 8 - 12 days. In the N2 case, the
same values were attributed to apples packaged for 0, 4, 8 days and
smaller value for those saved for 12 days.

Electronic Nose data
A PCA correlation matrix was carried out on the electronic nose

data (Figure 3). For the apple slices packaged in air, the two first
principal components, PC1 and PC2, accounted for 94.07% of the total
variance (73.92% and 20.15% respectively) (Figure 3a). Samples were
distributed along PC1 according to the storage time. The aroma
showed changes from 0 to 12 days of storage. At 0 and 4 days, as well
as at 8 and 12 days, the aromatic fingerprint is in agreement with the
panel estimation.

In the case of apple slices packaged in nitrogen, the two first
principal components, PC1 and PC2, accounted for 94.60% of the total
variance (75.88% and 18.72% respectively) (Figure 3b). Also in this set,
samples were distributed along PC1 according to the storage time. The
behavior of aromatic fingerprint was different from that observed for
samples packaged in air. In fact, data suggest that the aroma is better
preserved in nitrogen: the aroma of samples stored for 0, 4, and 8 days
in N2 was separated in a cluster independent on that obtained in the
case of samples stored for 12 days. Also in this case the electronic nose
response was similar to value assigned by the panel.

Furthermore, the electronic nose results confirm data previously
obtained by penetration measurements: the aroma changes are
consequence of firmness loss.

Conclusions
Fresh-cut apple tissues undergoing changes during storage,

including production of compounds affecting the fruit flavor. Our data
show that changes of the aroma fingerprint detected by electronic nose
measurements are in agreement with results obtained by physical-
chemical analysis and human evaluation panel.

Furthermore, product storage in modified atmosphere (N2) is able
to prolong the shelf-life of the fresh-cut apple slices up to 1 week.

The approach here used can be applied to evaluate the loss of aroma
quality of other fresh-cut products, in which enzymatic and
microbiological processes are responsible for the decrease of the shelf
life.
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